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Textversionpublisher
Kyoto University
KEIZAI-RONSO (The Economic Review)
(An Academic Periodical magazine in Japanese issued monthlyby the Kyoto University Economic Society. )
Vol. 88, No. 1 July, 1962
The Law of Market Value of Labour power and " Equal pay for Equal 
Work " •c•c E. Kishimoto. 
Some Economic Features of Lambering Labourers (I) •c•c T. Yamazaki 
Some Observations on the British Coal Nationalization •c•c S. Yamamoto 
Economic Growth and Business Cycle •c•c I Nagatomo 
Economic Growth and Foreign Trade •c•cT. Maeda
Vol. 88, No. 2 Aug., 1962
Logic of Man-alienation (I) •c•c T. Hirai 
Theoretical Analysis of Public Sector (I)•c•c J. Ikegame 
The Limitation of Economic Researches •c•c I Saito
“
The Price of Production " in Socialist Economy •c•c H. Ashida
Two Patterns in the Theory on World Economic Crises (I) •c•c S. Shigeta.
Vol. 88, No. 3 Sep., 1962
Confucian Scholar's View of Society and Economy in Tokugawa Japan •c•c Y. Horie 
Development of Cotton-Spinning Industry in the Early Years of Meiji
A Study of Primitive Accumulation in Japan •c•c J. Seki.
Theoretical Analysis of Public Sector (2) •c•c J Ikegami
“
Transformation of the Value into the Price of Production " •c•c F. Ashida
Vol. 88, No. 4 Oct., 1962
Human Being in Social Sciences •c•c Y. Deguchi 
Early Experiment of Depreciation Accounting in " National Bank " •c•c S. Takatera 
On the Methodology of Studies in Japanese Foreigne Trade •c•c S. Sugimoto 
Two Patterns in the Theory on World Economic Crises (2) •c•c S. Shigeta.
Vol. 88, No. 5 Nov., 1962
Japan's Trade Toward Liberalization •c•c K. Matsui 
Early Experiment of Depreciation Accounting in " National Bank " (Cont'd) •c•c S. Takatera.
The Self-financing and Financial Accounting Policy in Germany, 1890s-1910s •c•c T. Tsumori.
A Note on Nohon-shugi with Reference to the Develoment of the
Landownership in later Meiji-era and Taisho-era •c•c Y. Sakai
Vol. 88, No. 6 Dec., 1962
Labour Conditions in the Berlin Machine Industry (1) •c•c E. Ono 
Some Economic Features of Lumbering Labourers (2) •c•c T. Yamazaki 
The Legislation of Farm Labor under Junkerdom at the First Part of
“
Weimar Republic "•c•c T. Sato
The Self-financing and Financial Accounting policy in Germany 
1890s-1910s (2)•c•c T. Tsumori 
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